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Revolutionary Benefits


Up to 3x MORE EFFICIENT heating and
hot water system versus conventional



Up to 3x COST SAVINGS ADVANTAGE
*
over the lifetime of comparable
homes



AUTOMATIC BACKUP electricity and
*
heating for when the power utility fails



ONE WEEK onsite assembly with NONskilled labour, or lumber & bat insulation



YEAR-ROUND deployment and assembly
with tanks, *doors, windows, appliances



MULTI-UNIT & MULTI-STORY design
configurations* available

ELECTROMOTION ENERGY CORPORATION’s
Synergistic Energy Heat Pump (SEHP) is a new
category of HVAC technology which replaces
conventional heating, cooling, and hot water
systems in the home with
one complete unit—The
Revolution™.
The Revolution Housing
Platform™ is managed by
the Energy EcoSystem and powered by
Revolution SEHP technology as a ‘plug & play’
system—providing a 3x cost savings and 3x
reduction in GHG emissions. Revolution
Homes are also never without heat and
power—even when the power fails!
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Revolutionary Solution...
ElectroMotion’s patented Revolution Housing
Platform™ provides the solution for Arctic and
Northern Communities to save millions in
energy and housing costs—while reducing
their environmental impact, thermal pollution
and GHG emissions by some 300 percent!
ElectroMotion’s Revolution Housing Platform™ arrives flat-packed by truck, barge
or air and is assembled onsite within a few days—all without any trades, delays or
heavy equipment. Compared to a Revolution Home™ it can take up to two years to
build a similar sized home and cost three times as much over its lifespan.
ElectroMotion’s patented Revolution Housing Platform™ also eliminates molds and
mildew, and dramatically reduces maintenance costs, energy and power losses
while providing a payback that’s ‘revolutionary’!

Revolutionary Advantages


PATENTED Revolution SEHP technology
provides substantial cost and energy advantage



ONSITE ‘home in a box’ package



SETUP within one week without trades



REDUCES energy costs, pollution and consumption by up to 300%



PROVIDES electricity and heat—even during power failures!
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